
              CLASS - VIII 
     MATHS ASSIGNMENT - 3 

CHAPTER - ALGEBRAIC EXPRESSIONS 

-VARIABLE - A symbol  which takes
various numerical values .Eg:- X , Y , Z etc
-CONSTANT - A symbol having a fixed
numerical  value Eg:- 2 , 2.1 , etc .

ALGEBRAIC EXPRESSIONS - A
combination  of constants  and variables
connected by the signs of fundamental
operations of addition,  subtraction,
multiplication and  division is called an
algebraic expression. 
- Terms are added to form expressions.
  Terms themselves are formed as 
   product of factors. 
-  Expressions that contain  exactly one 
  , two and three terms are called 
   monomials, binomials ,and trinomial. 
    respectively. 
1. MONOMIAL - An expression
containing only one term .
Eg:-  -3 ,4x , 3xy etc. 
 



2. BINOMIAL - An expression containing 
    two terms . Eg:- 2x - 3 , 4x+3y , etc.
3. TRINOMIAL-An expression containing 
    3 terms .Eg :- 2x + 3y  + 5z ,x +y+z ,etc.
4. POLYNOMIAL - Any expression 
     containing one or more terms with 
     non-zero coefficients. A polynomial 
     may contain any number of terms ,one
    or more than one 

COEFFICIENTS - In the term of an
expression any of the factors with the
sign of the term is called  the coefficient
of the product of the other factors. 
TERMS - Various parts of an algebraic
expression which are connected by +
and - signs. Eg:-  4x+5,has two terms 4x
and 5 . 
 (i) Constant term - A term of expression
having no literal factor.Eg: -4 ,5 etc.
 (ii) Like term - The term  having the
same literal factors.  Eg:- 2xy and -4xy
are like terms. 
(iii) Unlike term - The terms having
different literal factors. Eg:- 3x ,4xy are
unlike term . 



FACTORS - Each term is an algebraic
expression  is a product of one or more
numbers and literals. These numbers or
literals are known as the factor of that
term. Eg :- 4x is the product of its factor
4 and X .
ADDITION OF ALGEBRAIC
EXPRESSIONS:- 
While adding algebraic expressions we
collect the like terms and add them.The
sum of several like terms is the like term
whose coefficient is the sum of the
coefficients of these like terms. 
EXAMPLE :- 
Add : 6a+8b-5c, 2b+c-4a ,a -3b-2c 
solution :



SUBTRACTION OF ALGEBRAIC
EXPRESSION :- 
STEPS: 
1- Arrange the terms of the given
expressions in the same order. 
2- write the given expressions in two
rows in such a way that the like terms
occur one below the other,  keeping the
expression to be subtracted in 2nd row.
3- Change the sign of each term in the
lower row from + to - and from - to + 
4- With new signs of the terms of lower
row ,add coloumnwise.
 EXAMPLE :- 
SUBTRACT 4a +5b - 3c from 6a -3b +c 

TRY TO SOLVE THE FOLLOWING
QUESTIONS IN YOUR SCHOOL COPY:-




